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ABSTRACT

As business is moving from face-to-face trading, mail order and phone order to electronic commerce over open networks such as the Internet, crucial security issues are being raised. While Electronic Fund Transfer over financial networks is reasonably secure, securing payments over open networks connecting commercial servers and consumer workstations poses challenges of a new dimension. We believe that will be done which must sign his name on for the same experience. One, your trade under the control of someone. Two, you can’t use credit card to buy a beverage, due to the two point. Maybe you don’t think so, but it have some problem in the viewpoint of privacy and conveniently. Therefore, we will to bring up electronic cash to accomplish anonymous system. It will be include merchant and bank. However, we also added some escrow function in here for the sake of convenient to control disputes or extorts. Otherwise, in this time, it has to use payment systems that only buy a beverage, it have the aid of micropayment. Consequently, we will to discuss and some problem about efficiency of micropayment.
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